This instruction implements AFPD 11-2 and establishes employment procedures for AFSOC AC-130U aircraft and aircrew.

**SUMMARY OF REVISION**
This revision updates Crew Coordination para 3; updates Rules of Engagement para 6.1; adds paras 7 and 8, Sensor Alignment and Prestrike; adds para 9.3 Fire Control Officer Duties; para 10.1.4 and 10.1.5 Pilot Duties updated; para 10.3.4.1 FCO Duties updated; para 10.4 Sensor Operator Duties added; para 12 Warning added; para 12.1.1 Two-Shot Drill added; para 14 Munitions expanded; para 21.5 AC-130U CAS Guide Note added; para 23 Armed Reconnaissance updated; Section E Low Level updated; updated Attachment 5; updated Attachment 6.
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